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• chirally broken if g c < g * (N f )
• conformal (IRFP) if g c > g * (N f )
• sill of conformal window: g * (N * f ) = g c (note: N * f not an integer) Pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson of approx dilatation symmetry?
• dilatation current: S µ = x ν T µν classically conserved for m = 0
• non-conservation:
• probe beta fn at the ChSB scale: • assume:
Constructing an Effective Field Theory
Microscopic theory:
• symmetries
• spurions: external fields transforming under the symmetries
• fixing "VEVs" of spurions ⇒ explicit breaking of symmetries Effective theory:
• same symmetries, same spurion fields, but new dynamical (effective) fields
• explicit breaking of symmetries from same VEVs of spurions
• power counting (previous slide)
• use spurions as probes ⇒ fix Low Energy Constants order by order, by matching correlators obtained by differentiation with respect to spurion fields Spurions in the microscopic theory
but:
Effective Field Theory with pions and dilatonic meson τ (x)
• dilatation transformation [finite]:
with invariant potentials:
⇒ No predictability without power counting! Power counting hierarchy from matching correlation functions
⇒ Only a finite number of LECs at each order! n 1 2 3
• Magenta: points at distances ≪ meson size collapse to a single point in the EFT
• Cyan: points at asympt. large distances
• Upshot:
Leading order lagrangian, finally: • corrections are accounted for by expansion in n f − n * f
